ENTRY GUIDELINES & REGULATIONS

Hampshire College students may submit up to five (5) of their most inspirational photographs from their time studying off-campus during Academic Year 2011-2012, which includes the following terms:

- Fall ‘11
- January ‘12
- Spring ‘12
- May/Summer ‘12

Each entry should be sent to geo@hampshire.edu as a JPEG attachment between 4 and 6MB formatted in high resolution. In the body of your email, include your name, the Hampshire entering class you belong to, the program you participated in, and the location and date of the photo. A title and/or one sentence on the content of the photo are not required but are welcomed. Entries must be received by midnight on Sunday, October 21, 2012.

Through the power of image, a SEE(N) photograph may portray:

- intentional community engagement,
- an artistic eye for the landscape or portrait,
- a transformative moment of learning and being.

Submissions will be used on the GEO webpage and print materials as inspiration for the Hampshire community's continued involvement with study abroad. One overall outstanding image will be chosen as well as one winner per each of GEO's study abroad categories:

- Exchange
- International Field Study
- Short Term Field Courses

The winning images will be selected on the merits of embodying GEO’s philosophy of positive and productive global engagement in addition to their inspiring visuals. The overall winner will be gifted a customized jigsaw puzzle of their image. Category winners will each be gifted a customized luggage tag bearing their image.

Please note that by submitting an entry, you are effectively agreeing that the entry is your own original photograph, taken while studying off-campus during the 2011-2012 academic year and that you grant GEO non-exclusive (GEO does not claim sole ownership of the photo therefore you may use your photo for other purposes) rights to reproduce your image in GEO related marketing and media projects, including but not limited to, the GEO webpage, GEO posters, other GEO printed and digital media. Photographs clearly depicting individuals must have been taken with the subjects' permission or "informed consent" to reproduce the subjects’ image. Students under 18 submitting work to the SEE(N) contest must submit a photo release consent form signed by their parent/guardian (GEO will provide a consent form upon request).